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Section A

Answer two of the four questions
This text appears only in the exam paper version

1. Security

a) In relation to network security, give a brief definition for each of the following
terms:

i) Authentication (1 mark)
ii) Confidentiality (1 mark)

iii) Integrity (1 mark)
iv) Digital signature (2 marks)

b) Sue wants to send a file to John. As she is concerned that someone might tamper
with the contents of the file, she wants to protect it so that John is confident that
he receives the same contents as Sue sent. John has recently been receiving viruses
hidden within what appear to be valid files. Therefore, he will only use the file from
Sue if he has proof that it does come from Sue.

By using network security techniques, design a mechanism that allows Sue to send
her file to John such that John can be sure that it comes from Sue and that its
contents have not been modified. Sue already has a public-private key pair for
which John has a validated copy of the public key. You should describe how your
mechanism works and include a diagram to illustrate your answer. (6 marks)

c) Describe what the man-in-the-middle attack is and illustrate why it is possible.
(5 marks)

d) Describe why digital certificates can reduce the possibility of a man-in-the-middle
attack, and any limitations that digital certificates may have that prevent them from
completely avoiding this attack. (4 marks)
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2. a) In the context of web servers, what is a cookie and why is it used? (3 marks)

b) Outline how a web application would fetch a webpage containing multiple objects
using version 1.0 (non-persistent) of the HTTP protocol. (2 marks)

c) Explain the issues that arise from the use of version 1.0 of the HTTP protocol, how
version 1.1 (persistent) of the protocol addresses these, and any issues associated
with the use of version 1.1 of the HTTP protocol. (6 marks)

d) Show how the TCP uses acknowledgements, timeouts and sequence numbers to
make the transmission of data between the distributed parts of an application appear
reliable when an acknowledgement packet is lost. (4 marks)

e) The following picture shows the structure of the network being used by an organisation.
The Internet authorities have allocated this organisation the block of network addresses
195.123.0.0-195.123.x.0. By using the Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR),
decide how these addresses should be allocated within the organisation, and what
netmasks should be used, to allow all of the organisation’s hosts to be fully connected
to the Internet. (5 marks)
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Section B

3. a) Assume you are using a 1024x768 pixel video source with 24 bits for each pixel’s
colour. Explain why video data must be compressed for transmission to a typical
home network through an ADSL link operating at 8Mbps? (2 marks)

b) If the network delays for sending the video from part 3 b) above to a home video
player is on average 100ms. Explain why a much larger delay is necessary before
playing the data? (3 marks)

c) A number of families are watching different videos delivered interactively in real-time
from a single streaming server over the Internet to their homes.

Draw a diagram to show a possible network architecture for this scenario.
(5 marks)

Using your diagram as an example, explain why a simple client + server architecture
might struggle to support this application over the Internet. (2 marks)

How are content suppliers solving the network congestion problems caused by
using a simple client + server architecture? (5 marks)

d) One of the families in 3. c) above, decides to skip a section of the video they have
already seen and click a “jump forward 30 minutes” button on their home system.

List what the multi-media streaming system needs to do in order to react to this
request? (3 marks)
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4. a) What are the most important differences between a wired network medium and a
wireless one? (6 marks)

b) How is space multiplexing enforced for local terrestrial broadcast wireless stations
such as BBC Radio Manchester (on 95.1MHz) and Key 103 (on 103MHz)?

(2 marks)

c) How is space multiplexing enforced when using wireless local area networking
standards such as IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth? (2 marks)

d) Why is Ethernet not run directly over a wireless medium?

IEEE 802.11 provides an Ethernet like service over wireless. How does IEEE
802.11 do this? (4 marks)

e) What do both Ethernet and IEEE 802.11 do before re-transmitting data lost due to
a collision? Why? (4 marks)

f) Why do all Ethernet standards for all supported types of wired media specify a
strict maximum wire length? (2 marks)
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Section C

This section is multiple choice

5. What is the answer to this question?

A. This

B. That

C. The other

D. None of the above

6. What is the answer to this question?

A. This

B. That

C. The other

D. None of the above

7. What is the answer to this question?

A. This

B. That

C. The other

D. None of the above

8. What is the answer to this question?

A. This

B. That

C. The other

D. None of the above
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